
B a l t o r o  M u z t a g h

Hainabrakk East Tower, The Choice.

Simon Meis and I arrived in Islamabad 
on July 16 and traveled to the Trango 
Glacier, where we set up base cam p for 
four weeks below Nameless Tower. Our 
two-man team had little big-wall expe
rience, so we chose to go alpine style on 
all o f the climbs we attempted. The 
leader was encumbered with only the 
minimal amount o f gear, while the sec
ond climbed and jugged with a 35-liter 
bag containing bivy gear, food, and a 
stove. We carried a ham mer and some 
pins but never pulled them out o f 
the bag.

When we arrived in base camp 
nine days after leaving Calgary, we 
quickly started to acclimatize. The 
weather was incredible, with cloudless 
skies and 30°C tem ps in base camp, so 
after only four days we declared our
selves ready and jum ped onto a route we 
had scoped on Hainabrakk East Tower 
(ca 5,650m).

Early on the m orning o f July 31 
we left base camp and navigated up the 
loose, wet gully system that divides 
thelower southeast face to establish our
selves below the first crux headwall. As 
part o f  our acclimatization, we had
climbed and cleaned six pitches o f the route, so we could attempt to free them. The first pitch 
turned out to be the crux o f the route, with sustained 5 .11+R in a thin layback corner. After 
these initial difficulties, we moved quickly over terrain we had already climbed, and by noon we 
were 500m up the face. The climbing was clean and easily surmounted at moderate 5.10, with 
the occasional 5.11 pitch to spice things up. As the sun started to set, we fixed the last pitch we 
had climbed and lowered to a small dirt ledge that we could excavate into a bivy. We had col
lected water in a gully near the 10th pitch, which was essential as there was no snow on this side 
o f the face for melting.



We spent a restless night at 5,200m and continued toward the summit via a crack and cor
ner system that split a massive headwall, the Golden Pillar. The rock was solid and clean, perfect 
for free climbing. We had freed every pitch until now, so we were hoping we could avoid aid, but 
the wall steepened to slightly overhanging and the rock became flaky. I threw my best efforts at 
a small finger crack, but at 5,400m a dirty, flaky, 5.12+ crack would be hard to onsight. After 
pulling off a loose block and taking a whipper, I resorted to aiding the steepest pitch o f the route.

A couple o f pitches brought us to the top o f the Golden Pillar, where we found ice to melt 
into desperately needed water. Another splitter 5.11 finger crack presented itself, bringing us to 
within one pitch o f moderate terrain. The last technical pitch turned out to be another thin 
crack that was too dirty to free-climb, so we added the second aid pitch of the route (C3). About 
200m o f moderate terrain brought us to the summ it as the sun was setting.

We bivied on top in perfect conditions: no wind, 5°C, and clear skies. The only disadvan
tages were the pounding headaches and insomnia of altitude. The next morning we watched the 
sun rise behind Nameless Tower, spreading its rays in a blinding aura of light. We were in no rush 
to descend; we had food, water, perfect weather, and bolted rappels all the way to the valley (via 
the 2000 route For Better or Worse), so we took the time to make sure we didn’t make any mis
takes and to enjoy the splendor o f the moment. The Choice (ca 1,000m, 5.11+R C3).
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